
Yasir! Is this Muhammed’s book?

No, This is Hamid’s Book.

Where is Muhammed’s Book? 

It’s there under the table.

Where is Ammar’s Register? 

It’s on teacher’s table.

Ali! who’s this pen?

This is teacher’s pen.

Where is teacher’s bag?

It’s under the table.
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where is teacher’s house? it is far.

The Quran is Allah’s book.

The Kaba is Allha’s house.

Huhammed(sw) Allah’s Messenger. 

Teacher went out from principal’s room.

This is Hamid’s house and that is Khalid’s house.

Ammar’ son is student and Yasir’s son is merchant 

Teacher’s house is far and merchant house is near. 

This is car’s key, where is the key of house?

How are you o boy? I am Abbas’s son.

And how’s son is he? he is Khalid’s son. 

Where is masjid of messenger Muhammed (SW) 

it is in Madinah Munawara.



Hamid’s daughter is in school and Muhammed duaghter is in university.  

Teacher’s name is sayeed and engineer name is Khalid. 

Student’s uncle is rich.

Majsid’s door is open and school’s door is close.   

Hamid’s uncle is poor.

Abbas’s car is in street.

How’s son are you? I m a son of teacher.

Where is the dog? that is under the Car
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The boy name is Muhammed and the girl name is Zainub.

Teacher’s name is Hamid, what is the name of principal?

Khalid’s son is in school and Hamid son is in 
university. 

Teacher’s son is in classroom, whare is principal’s son?

Muhammed’s son is in Iraq and Hamid son is in India.

doctor’s son went out from house.   

Merchant’s son went to market. 

What is the name of man?

Engineer’s name is Faisal and doctor’s name is Masood

Who’s son are you? I ma son minister. 
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